Chromebook Plus, a powerful device designed for education

Meet your new Chromebook, supercharged with the best of Google AI – perfect for both teachers and staff.

Get the most out of Google AI
Do everything you need throughout your school day on a device that’s powerful enough to run advanced models and has the best of Google AI built in.

Accomplish more – in and out of the classroom
Be more productive and efficient by using easy-to-use features built into the OS so you have more time for your students – and yourself.

Express your teaching creativity
Teach the way you like with hardware and software that flexes to fit your style, and generative AI that helps you bring out your creativity in the classroom.

With Chromebook Plus:

Enhance teacher time management with 42 hours saved per teacher annually

Improve student time on task by 18 hours per student each school year

Teachers like the fact that Chromebooks don’t waste valuable instructional time. Teachers don’t have to wait for laptops to boot up or to download software, which means they can use every minute to teach students.

Frank Murray
Director of Instructional Technology, Wichita Falls ISD

Source: Findings based on a composite organization of all survey responses from the Total Economic ImpactTM Of Chromebooks In Education study from Forrester
Expand what educators can do

Chromebook Plus devices have the power, speed, memory, and storage that teachers need, and the multilayered security and simple management that IT leaders love – all with powerful AI built in to help educators accomplish more.

Built with advanced AI technology

- Teach from anywhere with lightning-fast boot-up times, rapid AI-powered adaptive charging, and a long battery life
- Work on a device with the same multilayered security that Chromebooks are known for, along with AI-powered protections that automatically detect and block threats
- Easily access Gemini on the web, in the app, or in the OS, for an AI-powered assistant to help you with any task, at any point in your workflow
- Optimize video conferencing, web browsing, and multitasking with the right level of computing power

Easy-to-use tools that power efficiency

- Supercharge your productivity by getting a quick summary of text on a website or app
- Stay more organized with virtual desks to keep different work streams separate, like schools or personal tasks
- Work on documents even without an internet connection using offline mode and File sync
- Read PDFs aloud with the AI-powered PDF OCR tool and use built-in features that help make content more accessible for everyone
- Time-box tasks and eliminate distractions with Focus mode to get more time back for yourself

Customizable for the way you teach

- Create your own audio content for digital lectures with a built-in voice recorder
- Teach and create flexibly with built-in apps, like Screencast to record your lessons and cast moderator to wirelessly share your screen
- Select from various models, including convertibles, and detachable keyboards, and features like touch screen, stylus, FHD display, and FHD webcam
- Elevate your writing for lessons, student feedback, and more with a Google AI-powered assistant to inspire or polish your words

There have been zero successful ransomware attacks on any ChromeOS device, ever – and Chromebooks have never had a virus.*

* According to our monitoring of crbug.com, chromium.org, National Vulnerability Database and customer feedback in the Chrome’s vulnerability reward program
Select a model that fits your teaching style

You can choose from a broad array of models to find your favorite type, level of power, or even a preferred manufacturer, including Acer, ASUS, HP and Lenovo.¹

Educators can enjoy features such as:

- Up to 128 GB of storage
- 8 GB or more of RAM
- Intel Core and AMD Ryzen processors
- 2-in-1, tablet, or laptop
- Touchscreen
- Built-in stylus
- High-resolution display
- Fingerprint sign-in
- 1080p webcam
- 12+-inch screen
- Built-in front or rear camera

Choose from a range of Chromebook Plus

AI-powered tools should be affordable. Starting at $350, Chromebook Plus are designed to handle advanced models, while fitting your budget.

¹Availability of devices and features may vary by markets.
²Includes enhanced features found on Chromebook Plus devices.
Broden your capabilities with apps, extensions, and APIs

Open up a world of educational possibilities with the Google for Education App Hub. With a single sign-on, securely access third-party EdTech apps, extensions, and APIs that integrate with Chromebook Plus and Google Workspace for Education.

Resources for educators and guardians

Check out these guides on getting the most from your Chromebook Plus as an educator.

- Get started guide for Gen AI: Generative AI for Educators
- Accessibility and customization features: Tools for Diverse Learners Training
- Training on using Chromebooks: Chromebook Training
- Info for parents and guardians: Guardian’s Guide to Chromebooks

"[Chromebooks] made a massive difference in lessons. Teachers work hard. Students work hard. For me, it’s not about revolutions in teaching, it’s just about making things really simple."

Chris Bateman
Head of Technology, Enterprise and E-learning
Wheatley Park School, years 7–13
Oxford, UK